
The world’s most advanced 
drinking water appliance.

The Zip®  
HydroTap® G4

The Zip® HydroTap® G4 Collection
For exceptional kitchens

Boiling | Chilled | Sparkling | Filtered | Instantly 
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The Zip® HydroTap®  G4 Collection
For exceptional kitchens

That’s why we created the HydroTap G4, the world’s most  
advanced drinking water appliance. 

 
The HydroTap is unique, delivering boiling, chilled, filtered  
and sparkling water from one iconic tap. Recognised the world 
over, Zip HydroTaps are the first and last word in versatility,  
style and cutting-edge technology, as well as being an essential  
cooking aid for the contemporary kitchen.

ZIP It.

Truly exceptional  
kitchens deserve truly 
exceptional appliances. 
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The iconic name in instant 
drinking water appliances  
since 1962, Zip has led the  
world in creating exceptional 
products for over half a century.

Since its introduction over 10 years ago, Zip HydroTap has earned 
a reputation for unparalleled quality. The new G4 is so reliable that 
we’ve confidently extended our warranty to 5 years*.

Supported by the largest national company-owned installation and 
service team in our industry, you will enjoy peace of mind when you 
choose Zip HydroTap G4.

*   Appliance warranty 24 months. Boiling tank warranty 60 months. See page 18 for more information.

The Zip® HydroTap® G4 Collection
For exceptional kitchens
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Since its inception in Australia in 1962, 
Zip has been producing instant boiling 
water systems for both domestic and 
commercial use. Now a multinational 
company, with the taps being sold 
in over 70 countries, Zip’s iconic 
red and white branding has become 
synonymous with instant boiling water.

A wholly owned subsidiary was formed 
in 1991 to handle UK distribution, with 
customer service offices established in 
London, Birmingham, Manchester  
and Norfolk.

Today, Zip’s wide range of products  
can be found in kitchens all over the 
UK, ensuring convenient boiled, chilled 
and sparkling water at any time of the 
day or night.

Our HydroTaps feature the very latest 
technology, meaning they do more 
than offer a convenient cup of tea  
or cold drink. The integrated new  
Zip 0.2-micron filtration system 
removes dirt and contaminants up  
to 25 times finer than previous models. 
Even the taste and odour of chlorine  
is removed, but fluoride is retained, 
so the whole family can enjoy crystal 
clear, great tasting water.

Since the development of the Zip HydroTap, 
its iconic robust design and function 
has stood testament to the Zip values of 
innovation and sustainability. Found in 
prestigious homes and apartments across 
the world, the HydroTap will become a 
unique statement for your home and kitchen 
and an essential tool for your busy lifestyle.

In the UK over eIGht  
mIllIon CUPs of tea and  
Coffee are made eaCh  
day UsInG ZIP ProdUCts.

hIstory
Since 1962

teChnoloGy
Designed around you

desIGn
Iconic for timelessness

Why ZIP?
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the Zip hydrotap® G4

The Zip® HydroTap® G4 Collection
For exceptional kitchens

Shown with optional font and drip tray. 
Accessory No. ZT008.
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The new Zip HydroTap G4 is the essential appliance that 
every kitchen needs. Famous for its stylish look, this tap 
provides safe and reliable filtered drinking water while 
being exceptionally energy efficient and environmentally 
friendly. Giving you a healthy lift by using the amazing 
Zip 0.2-micron filtration system, your whole family can 
enjoy chilled, sparkling or boiling water all from one tap. 
The HydroTap G4 serves your kitchen requirements and 
saves time, money and energy every day. 

Choose the features that suit your needs perfectly  
with the HydroTap G4.

the Zip hydrotap® G4 

features

Instant Boiling Water

Boiling filtered water, instantly, for tea, coffee and 
cooking. No more waiting for the kettle to boil. Zip 
HydroTap makes it all so simple.

 

Instant Chilled Water

Crystal clear, great-tasting chilled filtered drinking 
water, always on tap.

Sparkling Water

Sparkling chilled filtered water at a fraction of the 
cost of bottled water.

Zip Filtration

0.2-micron filter brings you what is arguably the 
most advanced and most practical filtration system 
available anywhere in the world today.

Zip Power-Pulse

Electronic technology controls the set boiling 
temperature within 0.2ºC and eliminates overboil.

Safety Features

Can be set to finger-thumb safety operation for 
boiling water access or boiling isolation mode  
for increased safety.

 domBCs4 domBC4 domhB4

Boiling	 •	 •	 •	  

Chilled	 •	 •	  

Sparkling	 •	 	  

W x D x H (mm)* 280 x 470 x 335 280 x 470 x 335 280 x 313 x 335

*Under counter unit

Choose from six types  
of models.

the Zip hydrotap® G4 

 domCs4 domC4 domBCh4*

Boiling	 	 	 •	  

Chilled	 •	 •	 • 

Sparkling	 •	 	  

W x D x H (mm)** 280 x 389 x 335 280 x 476 x 335 280 x 470 x 335

**Under counter unit

ZIP hydrotaP aCCessorIes

Tap font and drip tray  ZT008  

Kit Scale Filtration Kit  FL1100G4 Kit 

Replacement filter FL1100

* with separate mixer tap.
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the most  
IntellIGent  

fIltered 
drInKInG 

Water  
taP ever  

Invented
Zip HydroTap® G4

Whatever your 
kitchen style, the 
new Zip HydroTap 
G4 blends 
seamlessly into 
its surroundings, 
meaning you don’t 
have to compromise 
on style.

For healthier 
drinking and 
intelligent design, 
the new Zip 
HydroTap G4  
has it all. 

Kitchen by
Marazzi Designs.

 .



the Zip hydrotap® G4 

all-in-one

The Zip® HydroTap® G4 Collection
For exceptional kitchens
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Zip HydroTap G4 All-in-One fuses the very latest filtered 
water technology with striking design to bring you a product 
that will change the way you cook and make drinks.  
The All-in-One allows you to change the variations of the 
tap, enabling you to choose a combination that suits your 
kitchen needs. The G4 All-in-One can serve as a hot and 
cold water mixer tap whilst also delivering boiling, chilled 
and sparkling filtered drinking water instantly. With a single 
120-degree swivel tap, this All-in-One is the only single 
solution tap your kitchen will ever need. 

the Zip hydrotap G4® all-in-one

features

Instant Boiling Water

Boiling filtered water, instantly, for tea, coffee and 
cooking. No more waiting for the kettle to boil. Zip 
HydroTap makes it all so simple.

 

Instant Chilled Water

Crystal clear, great-tasting chilled filtered drinking 
water, always on tap.

Sparkling Water

Sparkling chilled filtered water at a fraction of the 
cost of bottled water.

Zip Filtration

0.2-micron filter brings you what is arguably the 
most advanced and most practical filtration system 
available anywhere in the world today.

Zip Power-Pulse

Electronic technology controls the set boiling 
temperature within 0.2ºC and eliminates overboil.

Safety Features

Can be set to finger-thumb safety operation for 
boiling water access or boiling isolation mode  
for increased safety.

Hot and cold water

As well as providing boiling, chilled and sparkling 
filtered water the Zip All-in-One provides hot and 
cold water from your mains supply.

maIns models
These models connect to an incoming hot and cold water supply. 

 domsan4 doman4

Boiling	 •	 • 

Chilled	 •	 •	 

Sparkling	 •	  

Hot	 •	 • 

Cold	 •	 •

W x D x H (mm)* 280 x 470 x 335 280 x 470 x 335

*Under counter unit

Choose from four types  
of models based on your 
incoming water supply.

the Zip hydrotap G4® all-in-one

 domsav4 domav4

Boiling	 •	 • 

Chilled	 •	 •	 

Sparkling	 •	  

Hot	 •	 • 

Cold	 •	 •

W x D x H (mm)* 280 x 470 x 335 280 x 470 x 335

*Under counter unit

maIns models
These models connect to an incoming cold water supply. 

ZIP hydrotaP aCCessorIes

Kit Scale Filtration Kit  FL1100G4 Kit 

Replacement filter FL1100
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The All-in-One 
in action.

 the only sInGle  
solUtIon taP  
yoUr KItChen  

WIll ever need .

The tap to suit 
all your water 
requirements, the 
All-in-One includes 
features such as an 
energy saving light 
sensor and swivel-
action tap, for 
installation over one 
or two bowl sinks. 

12
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We often don’t have precious minutes 
to wait for the kettle to boil. We want 
instant boiling water as well as the pure 
taste of filtered chilled water – and now 
you can have it, all at the touch of a 
button. For filling bottles or carafes, our 
special Free-Flow™ technology allows 
an endless stream of cold, filtered water 
– even after the chilled water capacity  
is exceeded.

If you and your family enjoy sparkling 
drinks, the Zip HydroTap now also 
offers sparkling water in an instant.  
It costs far less than bottled sparkling 
water – and promotes healthier drinking 
because it is always on-hand. 

Filtered drinking water on tap – that’s 
really all there is to it! Boiling, chilled 
or sparkling, the HydroTap does it 
all. Instantly. Say goodbye to costly 
bottled water, with the HydroTap,  
you’ll never have to buy or store it  
ever again.

The new Zip 0.2-micron filters ensure 
you have access to the purest 
water possible. Reducing the taste 
of chlorine and filtering impurities 
25 times finer than ever before, 
the HydroTap filter technology is 
undoubtedly the most advanced 
filtration system available.

The filter cartridges are stored out 
of sight as part of the under-sink 
command centre. You don’t even have 
to remember to change the filters – 
the handy filter change light will flash 
to alert you that a change is due 
approximately every 12 months.

Zip HydroTaps have a range of energy saving 
features including low-energy lights to signal 
boiling, chilled water is ready, or a filter 
change is due. A hidden light sensor also 
sends the appliance to sleep, to conserve 
energy when the room goes dark. Sleep 
mode also powers off after 2 hours of  
non-use.

In addition a 24/7 on/off timer, allowing 
power to be turned off, automatically,  
for weekday or weekend periods.

A number of our HydroTap G4 models* can 
be adapted for users with limited mobility or 
impaired vision. For example, we can add 
oversize levers or Braille lever-covers.

*Excludes Miniboil.

easy to Use
Designed around you

healthy
Crystal clear filtered water

enerGy savInG
Advanced G4 technology

tIme savInG
For your busy lifestyle

aCCessIBle
Making it easy for everyone 

PraCtICalItIes

G4TECHNOLOGY

The HydroTap:  
see it, want it,  
use it, love it!
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Our under-sink units for the G4 range 
are more compact than ever, and 
feature connection points at the rear  
to make neat installation more simple.  
A front access door makes changing 
the filtration cartridge as simple and 
quick as replacing a lightbulb.

-  Advanced insulation and electronics 
technology reduces standby energy 
consumption by up to 55 percent over 
earlier Zip models of similar capacity.

-  Auto-calibrates to boiling point upon 
installation, regularly re-calibrates and 
optimises performance.

-  Simple pin-code-protected touch-
screen puts you in total control of 
each appliance.

-  Adjustments include temperature, 
dispensing time, safety settings, 
energy-saving settings.

-  Continuous auto-diagnostics system 
monitors performance and provides 
total history on demand.

-  Multiple filter life settings, with precise 
litre monitoring, to optimise filter 
replacement timing.

-  Added peace of mind features include 
overload protection, temperature 
monitoring, internal leak detection, 
plus an internal pressure limiting valve.

ComPaCt
And easy to install

Under-sInK UnIt

Our under-sink Zip 
Command-Centre 
units are more 
compact than 
ever, and feature 
connection  
points at the rear  
to make neat 
installation  
more simple.



the Zip hydrotap® G4 

Boiling only

The Zip® HydroTap® G4 Collection
For exceptional kitchens

15

Shown with optional font and drip tray. 
Accessory No. ZT008.
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The practical HydroTap G4 Boiling is the perfect kitchen 
accessory for when chilled water is not needed. Perfect 
to save time when making hot drinks as well as cooking, 
this tap offers filtered boiling or filtered boiling and 
ambient water instantly. Eliminating the need for a kettle, 
the boiling-only Zip HydroTap is an elegant and practical 
addition to any kitchen.

the Zip hydrotap G4® Boiling

features

Instant Boiling Water

Boiling filtered water, instantly, for tea, coffee and 
cooking. No more waiting for the kettle to boil.  
Zip HydroTap makes it all so simple.

Zip Filtration

0.2-micron filter brings you what is arguably the 
most advanced and most practical filtration system 
available anywhere in the world today.

Zip Power-Pulse

Electronic technology controls the set boiling 
temperature within 0.2ºC and eliminates overboil.

Safety Features

Can be set to finger-thumb safety operation for 
boiling water access.

the Zip hydrotap G4® Boiling

Choose from two types  
of models.

 domhB4 domBa4

Boiling	 •	 • 

Chilled    

Sparkling   

Ambient	 	 • 

W x D x H (mm)* 280 x 313 x 335 280 x 313 x 335

*Under counter unit

ZIP hydrotaP aCCessorIes

Tap font and drip tray  ZT008  

Kit Scale Filtration Kit  FL1100G4 Kit 

Replacement filter FL1100
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Above:
Marazzi Design kitchen

the IConIC  
BoIlInG taP  

from ZIP
 

Zip HydroTap® G4 Boiling only

Busy lifestyles 
mean we’re always 
looking for things to 
save us time. The 
HydroTap Boiling 
instantly creates hot 
drinks and speeds 
up multiple cooking 
processes, so once 
you’ve got it, you’ll 
wonder how you 
ever lived without it!

17

Kitchen by
Marazzi Design



the Zip miniboil® 

The Zip® HydroTap® G4 Collection
For exceptional kitchens

18

Main Image: Miniboil Classic 
shown with font accessory. 
Inset: Miniboil Elite.

Shown with optional font and drip tray. 
Accessory No. ZT008.
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The Zip Miniboil is a compact alternative, offering you 
all the convenience of instant filtered boiling water 
combined with ambient temperature filtered drinking 
water. Built with touch-pad controls, Miniboil comes in 
two styles, Classic and Elite, giving you the opportunity 
to perfectly match your kitchen. Fitted with the superior 
Zip 0.2-micron filtration system, your whole family will 
be able to enjoy the taste of crystal-clear boiling and 
ambient water. 

the Zip miniboil

features

Instant Boiling Water

Boiling filtered water, instantly, for tea, coffee and 
cooking. No more waiting for the kettle to boil. Zip 
HydroTap makes it all so simple.

 

Ambient Water

Crystal clear, great-tasting ambient (cold) filtered 
drinking water, always on tap.

Zip Filtration

0.2-micron filter brings you what is arguably the 
most advanced and most practical filtration system 
available anywhere in the world today.

Zip Power-Pulse

Electronic technology controls the set boiling 
temperature within 0.2ºC and eliminates overboil.

Safety Features

Can be set to finger-thumb safety operation for 
boiling water access or boiling isolation mode for 
increased safety.

the Zip miniboil

Miniboil warranty is 12 months.

 mB1Ba mB2Ba 
 ClassIC elIte

Boiling	 •	 • 

Ambient	 •	 • 

W x D x H (mm)* 212 x 272 x 338 212 x 272 x 338

*Under counter unit

Choose from two types  
of models.

ZIP mInIBoIl aCCessorIes

Tap font and drip tray ZT008 

Replacement filter FL1100 

Kit Scale Filtration Kit  FL1100G4 Kit
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Neat and compact, 
the Miniboil is 
perfect for smaller 
spaces while still 
providing instant 
boiling water 
and ambient 
temperature  
filtered water. 

The under-sink 
control cabinet 
has an externally 
mounted filter 
cartridge so it is 
remarkably small 
and can easily fit 
into small under-
sink cupboards.

20

the sUPer  
ComPaCt  

ZIP mInIBoIl
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For ongoing peace 
of mind, we provide 
prompt service 
in any location 
thanks to our team 
of national fully 
trained, directly 
employed service 
engineers. 

As well as experiencing a fantastic 
product that will enhance your lifestyle, 
we want you to experience outstanding 
service. Getting to speak to someone 
at Zip is quick and easy – you’ll never 
have to go through an overseas call 
centre or talk to an automated service. 
Our dedicated team is always on hand 
to answer any queries, and, should  
a call-out be required, we’ll work with 
you to find a convenient time for  
a member of our support team to visit. 
Our engineers, employed by Zip,  
are fully trained in our products  
and aim to fix any issues on the spot.

 
While we have every confidence that 
your Zip product will offer years of  
low-maintenance drinking water, there 
are some important things that need 
doing to ensure this.

Our boiling, chilled and sparkling 
products are second-to-none when it 
comes to delivering pure filtered water, 
and this is thanks to our advanced 
filtration system. At 0.2-microns, our 
products filter out an incredibly high 
level of impurities, and with this in mind, 
we recommend regular replacement  
of the filter.

For convenience and peace of mind, 
our HydroCare package means you 
don’t have to worry about the yearly 
filter replacement – we will do it for you! 
In addition, we sanitise the system as 
well as give it a full health check. For 
just a little more than you would pay to 
change the Zip filter yourself, you can 
have a fully-trained Zip engineer attend 
once a year to carry this out. You can 
also rest assured that should anything 
else need doing to keep your Zip 
product flowing, it will be covered  
in the HydroCare agreement with  
no hidden charges. Full details available 
upon request.

We have a large team 
of fully-trained Zip 
field support staff 
covering the UK, with 
over 58 engineers.

We believe our 
response times  
are the best in  
the industry, with 
same-day* call-out  
in London if you call 
us before midday.
*Response times for other areas will vary.

servICInG
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Please help us to provide the best 
service possible by providing your 
feedback. Our customer service  
team is waiting to hear from you,  
so please call 0845 6 005 005 or  
email service@zipheaters.co.uk

Zip HydroTap G4 models featured 
in this brochure are covered by a 
comprehensive full parts and labour 
warranty for 24 months from date of 
purchase. A further 36 months boiling 
tank warranty is included, provided 
any service required is carried out by 
a Zip-trained service provider and that 
water filter cartridge replacements are 
made at recommended intervals. Zip 
Miniboil models are covered by a 12 
month warranty. Details are supplied 
with each appliance and can be 
viewed at www.nowzipit.co.uk.

feedBaCK

yoUr
Warranty
For peace of mind

  

YearYearYY
5

  

   

  

   

Zip
 HydroTap G4

Tank Guarante
e
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Top: 
Sparkling water for 

tempura batter

Above: 
Runner beans  

ready for  
blanching

Above: 
Ravioli ready  
for boiling

We’re not the only ones who think the 
Zip HydroTap is an essential cooking 
appliance, top chef Giancarlo Caldesi  
is a huge fan.

The Italian chef is renowned for his 
dedication to high quality food, and 
has appeared on Market Kitchen, 
BBC Breakfast, BBC MasterChef and 
Saturday Kitchen.

To learn more about the benefits of 
‘cooking on tap’ with Giancarlo, find 
inspiring recipes and ‘how to’ videos, 
visit nowzipit.co.uk

CooKInG

The Zip HydroTap®  
is essential for busy 
lifestyles. It will 
revolutionise the  
way you cook.

speed up cooking  
processes with  
the hydrotap.
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The Zip HydroTap is an essential kitchen appliance –  
and not just because it provides filtered boiling, chilled  
or sparkling drinking water instantly – it will revolutionise  
the way you cook!

Zip tips:

-  Plunge green beans and asparagus into chilled water  
after blanching to preserve the vibrancy and crunch.

-  Get your frozen ingredients ready for cooking by  
thawing gradually with filtered chilled water.

-  Rinse freshly cooked homemade ravioli to complete  
an Italian supper.

-   Add sparkle to noodles and dumplings, paper-crispness  
to tempura batter and lightness to bread dough.

-   Prepare eggs for breakfast, or pasta and rice for dinner – 
without having to wait for the kettle to boil.

ZIP It.

ZIP reCIPe:
frItto mIsto

To prepare the courgettes, cut out the little 
circle at the base of the flower to remove the 
stamen, as these can taste bitter. Alternatively, 
you can also remove the stamen by hand by 
gently opening out the flower. It’s up to you.  

Now it’s time to make the batter. Use a whisk or an electric mixer 
to beat the egg into the flour, little by little, to make a thick paste. 
Next add your Zip HydroTap sparkling water to dilute the paste until 
you have a mixture that resembles the consistency of thick double 
cream. Now whisk in the salt. If any lumps remain at this stage,  
sieve the mixture. 
 
You’re now ready to heat the oil. You can either use a deep fat  
fryer or pan for this, either way you’ll need the oil to reach 175°C. 

While you’re waiting for the oil to reach the desired temperature,  
dip the flowers, prawns, scallops and calamari into your plain flour 
and tap off the excess. Once the oil is hot, dip each ingredient into 
the batter and add carefully into the oil. 

Don’t try to cook these all at once – a few batches will do to avoid 
cooling the oil too much or overfilling the pan or fryer. Cook them 
until light golden and crisp on both sides. Drain them on some 
kitchen paper and arrange onto a plate, adding salt to taste and  
a handful of salad leaves and lemon wedges to serve.

Ingredients:
200 g prawns
200 g queen scallops
200 g calamari
6 courgette flowers

For the batter:
3 eggs
90 g plain flour
60 ml sparkling water
¼ teaspoon salt
Lemon wedges to serve
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shoWrooms

See the world’s most advanced 
drinking water appliance at  
our regional showrooms below.

Or for further information view  
our website at nowzipit.co.uk
or call us on 0845 6 005 005
(0345 6 005 005 for mobile).

Norfolk 

Zip Heaters UK Ltd 
Bertie Ward Way 
Dereham 
Norfolk 
NR19 1TE

Tel: 0845 6 005 005 
Email: sales@nowzipit.co.uk

London 

 
Zip Heaters UK Ltd  
Clover House 
147-149 Farringdon Road 
Clerkenwell 
London 
EC1R 3HN

Tel: 0845 6 005 005 
Email: sales@nowzipit.co.uk

Birmingham 

Zip Heaters UK Ltd  
3A Orion Building  
Navigation Street 
Birmingham 
B5 4AA

Tel: 0845 6 005 005 
Email: sales@nowzipit.co.uk

Manchester

 
Zip Heaters UK Ltd  
269-271 Deansgate  
Manchester 
M3 4EW

Tel: 0845 6 005 005 
Email: sales@nowzipit.co.uk

Where specified, kitchens featured in this brochure are from:

Marazzi Design
Unit 1, 162 Coles Green Road, London NW2 7HW
Tel: 0208 450 9555



Visit nowzipit.co.uk

The Zip® HydroTap® G4 Collection
For exceptional kitchens

Truly exceptional kitchens 
deserve truly exceptional 
appliances. That’s why we 
created the HydroTap G4 
the world’s most advanced 
drinking water appliance.
 
The HydroTap is unique, delivering boiling, chilled,  
filtered and sparkling water from one iconic faucet.  
Recognised the world over, Zip HydroTaps are the  
first and last word in versatility, style and cutting  
edge technology, as well as being an essential  
cooking aid for the contemporary kitchen.


